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FOREWORD

This report includes theoretical and experimental results from studies of cesium surface

adsorption and cesium plasma phenomena. A comprehensive Mid-Point Report (NASA CR-54194

covering work done under this contract was issued in September 1964. The most significant
parts of that report have been published in the Proceedzngs o/ tl,,e Thernzlo_11c Cont;erslotz
,Specialist Co,z/erence, Cleveland, Ohio, October 1964. Only summaries of that work are in-
cluded in this Final Report.

We wish to acknowledge the encouragement and support of Mr. Harold Nastelin and
Mr. Herman Schwartz of the NASA Lewis Research Center.
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ABSTRACT
Theoretical studies necessary for int_.-rpr,:ting experimental conductt-'ity data of cesium

on insulators have been completed. Starting from the Schrodinger equation for a single adsorbed
cesium atom, wave fu_.ctions and their properties have been compiled. This information and
Kopineck's integrals are used to compute the tunneling (resonance/ energy between two adsorbed
cesium atoms which is then generalized to an entire array of adsorbed cesium atoms. One of the

most important consequences of the theory is that, to a first approximation, conductivity should

be proportional to the cesium pressure squared. The experimen'al data verify this and also
verify other anticipated dependences on dielectric constant and surface contamination. The
cesium adsorption I,ca_ on _.lean alumina and P) rex sarfa_.es is calculated to be 0.85 eV; and
the large configurational entropy term, As/k ".6, seems to indicate a long-range order i," agree-
ment with certain low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) studies. Data obtained under contam-

inated conditions have shown that adsorbed hydrogen causes the conductivity to increase fol-
lowing a 2/3-power law. while leaving the cesium adsorption heat invariant.

Various measurem,_m_s of arc drop aed anode work function are repotted. Arc drop ts four'd
to be nearly 0.5 volt for cathode temperature in the range 1300 to 1500°K and current density of

6 to 12 A/cm 2. Anode work function wi,h a high cesium coverage has been found to be equal to
or greater :ban 1.93 V.

A method is described for measuring the work function of metal surfaces coated with ad-
sorbed cesium or with a combination of cesium and oxygen.

An analysis of the effects of reverse currents in thermionic converters is presented. It
ts shown that reverse currents cause a contribution to the arc drop and also impose limiting con-

ditions on the useful range of anode work functions. /_// .)
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INTRODUCTION

The most useful and well-established form of thermionic converter is the ce,,_um vapor
diode operated in the arc mode. Here cesium is used both in establishing desirable electrode

surface properties and for space charge neutralization. It was the objective of the work done
under this contract to improve the fundamental understanding of both of these functions and thus
make it possible to more accurately define device limitations and to establish promising new
directions for device improvements.

In the area of surface studies, the stated objective _as to understand the properties of

ce,_ium adsorbed on insulator surfaces. An understanding Of this basic system has been completed
and is expected to be helpful in devising new electrode surface conditioning methods of interest
for thermionic converters.

The plasma studies described in this report had as objective the establishment of factors
affecting the arc drop. These studies have resulted in an accurate determination of the arc drop

: " and a correlation with theory.
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I. ADSORPTION OF CE31UM ON INSULATORS
7

: hy

_ Jules D. kevine

A. INTRODUCTION TO CESIUM ADSORPTION O!4 INSULATORS

Emitter and- collecter surfaces in thermionic energy converters are complex because of
-_ adsorbed cesium, ad._orbed additive gases, and adsorbed residual gases. A_ t, lcsent, there e.dsts

_no experimental cr theoretical study capable of full_ interpreting _hcse complcxkies. The fre-
" quendy reported experimental studies of work fufictioa changes K'ith various cesiula and additive

• pressures do not reveal ti:e lateral interatomic forces between the cesium and the additive gas.

Presenz theoretical cmalyses of interadsorbate reactions aie not ba.sed on seluti,_as of Schrodinger's

equation(and criteria for obtaining very low work f_nction surfaces are imperfect|y understood.

. . _For one classof adsorption systems, howe_'er, there does exist a large quantity of easily
• - =interpreted experimental data and a firm, theoretical _foundation formulated in quantum, mechanical

ten:as. This class consists ofadsorbed: cesium, p'hs an additive "on an insulator substrate. It is
possible in this un!_que system to proceed logically from (a) the one-electron Schrodinger equation,
_to (b) the t_;o-bodyinteraction, to (c) t_he conductivity rela-ons, dipole moments, attd equations of
state. Effects of the additive gas can be analyzed. Comp;.rison:_ of theory _'ith experiment are
excellent,. _

Asstated in'the Contra'ct Objective, the purpose of the report to follow is to iullv under-
stand this unique system of cesium adsorption on insulators.

- _ -_ '

: Experimental s_tudies I-3 have previously shown that there is a little chemical teat,ion

between cesium,and insulators, the data are reproducible, and a great variety of properties can
be measured, such as electrical conductivity, thermoelectric effect, diffusion and kinetics of
adsorption. Finally, because the insulator substrate is electrically inert, electrical effects
caused by adsorbed cesium can easily be distinguished from the bulk substrate and observed

over many orders in magr.itude. _

Theoretical studies to be described here represent an attempt tO unify much of this ex-
perimental data into one coherent fabric. The approach is ftmdamental in the sense that there is
a logical development from the general quantum theory of surface donors to the equations for
electrical conductivity. _

To be specific, in Section I-B the nodal wave functions of isolated donor atoms are ex-
plicitly derived, and, in Section I-C the details of done, wave function distortions are calculated

by a variational technique for an arbitrary surface asymmetry potential; Only fundamental con-
star, ts - Planck's constant, electron mass, electronic charge, and dielectric constant - enter
into the relationships. The ground state of a surface do,or, like cesium or( an insulator, consists

; of one lobe of a 2p wav.e function penetrating into the insulator. The formalism is simple and
elegant.

In Section I-D the interactions between surface donors ate considered. Explicit calcula-
tions 0f the qua.ntrm mechanical resonance integral between two surface donors are made, which

lead to a theoretical expressio n for electrical conductivity. The conductivity mechanism consists
' of electron tunneling witli phonon losses due to vibrational coupling of the donor to the lattice.
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The donor pt'.onoe ener,._'x i:; ext,!iciti:. c,dcul.:tcd. Calcu!a:ions show that covducti x It:" siiould

bc p:oFor_ienal, in tile fir..,: aPFroxi'na.,io,1, lo _,lt- cc"_ium coverage '_quared.

in Sect;on I-E. th,- ":quaff,,, of s,a.'e is ,:emp'ited which relales co'rera_e to surface tem-

perature and "apor bath tempera:urc. A: t_:e l,_x_ co:,_ra_cs of ir_teres:, the co-erai:e is theereti-
cally prol_?rtionai :o the ce,;iun: vapor p,:ssure: also. the conductivity should theoretica!h be

proportio_:ai to the vapor pressure :4quare.J. Two, unknowns appear in the equation of state: .'he
ad,_oq, tion heat and the ¢o,:fi_:urational en:topy change.

Section I-F is ;', summan of the exFerimemal data oblained and Section 1-G is a ,ompariso':
of thesc dala with theorv. Conductivity is found to be proportional io vapor prc-_sun: squi_red in
exact aereement with theorv. The adsorption hea, .rod entropy change are unan;bir,oasl._ comF.uted

J" _ " :ridfrom ,.ha data. Theoretical dependences or, u:t-lec:nc constant contaminant gases indicate
iongorat.ge ordering of cesium donors. Finally. Section l-l! reviews the main c,,,nclusio::s t.f _his
effort.

z

T!:e theoretical underslanding of cesium adsorption processes on insulators has gradually
evolved from more primitive concepts which _ere discarded as more experimental and theoretical
evidence wa._, accumulated. One early conception of surface conduction through the substrate

conduction band bad to be discarded because, experimentaliy, the conduction magnitudes on _lass

and sapphire substrat¢s were similar even though glass exhibits a poor!y defined band structure.
Another conception of adsorbed cesium diatomic molecules had to be discarded beca._se, theoreti-
emir. cesium atom in:eractions yield a pressure squared dependence on condudti_i-.v an).. exFe:i-

mentally: transient desorption experiments indicate adsorbed cesium atoms. Finali¢. a third
conception of impurity band conduction due to cesium-cesium surface band forma_7on had to be
discarded because theoretica! calculations showed that the interactions are too _veak to form such

a band.

The present concept of tunneling conductivity between adsorbed cesium aro:ns net only
has a good theoretical foundation but also agrees well with experimental data taken up to the

present time.

The novel and success.;u! theoretical tools developed here couid be e_.:ended next to :he
more comMex system of cesium plus additive adsorbed on a metallic surface.. The extra complexity

largely arises because Wannier functions, which are stationary wave packets in metallic bond
theo,'T, i:mst be used. Such a fundamental study follows natura:ly from the present effort and would
be especially imp6rta_tt, considering the current trend of introducing additives into thermionic

energy converters.

B. NODAL HYDROGENIC V/AVE FUNCTIONS

A donor atom located on a semiconductor surface will have properties considerably dif ,_
ferent from a donor atom located in the semiconductor bulk. Three exam?los of surface donom

would be: a phosphorus atom lo__ated on a silicon surface, a sodiur:; atom on a sodium chloride
surface, and a cesium atom on a sapphire surface. An u standi:ng of surface donor properties

is important to adsorption physics, to catalysis, to thin-i _ formation, and to certain electronic
devices dominated by surface effects. Also, the quantum ,,,:chanical. properties associated with
the chosen donor potential ate simple and elegant.

]_. A surface donor atom is considered to be an ion core plus a valence electron moving abou:
it in an atomic orbital, in accordance with quantum mechanics. Such a condition will prevail at

L 3
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low temperature.'-, and is the condition of intrrcst. A_ high temperature:; tile dont, r may become
'_ ioni::ed where,by the valence electron moves in th,: crystal conduction band. and Poisson's

equation and Fer,ai-Dirac statistic:,-; must be used. We con,;ider only the cluck.rot, it structure of
an isolated sutiac_- dol,or atom beforL: ionization.

Many workers 4"6 have attempted to calculate surface wave functions and energy levels' by

considering the adsorbate and substrate as a giant macromoJecule. Because the p:.-iodicity of the
c."x'stal lattice is disturbed at the surface l_v the adsorbed species, new (Tamm-like) adsorption

states appear, which can be calculated from quantum mechanics. The calculations are extremely
comp!i,:ated s._ lhat physical ins!ght is frequently lost in the mathematics. In addition, grossly

simplifying assumptions must be h._oked so that energy calculations are at most qualitative.

Weisz 7 has attempted to ca...u,ate the donor ionization energy E i by using gimple adsolp-

tion ideas. He considers E i to be fixed by the difference of the ionization potential I of the free
vapor atom and the v,crk function ,_, ot the cr)'stal. According to this ide.:, if I " ,3 then a metallic
adsorbate would not be spoutaneously ionized to form a conduction electron. But a phosphorus atom

(I --:-10.9 eV) located inside a germanium crystal (6 e = 4.5 eV) is experimentally known te be easily

ionized (E; = 0.01 e)? even thougil I > 6 e. Thus the (I - ,3 e) criteria and the "boundary layer
theory of adsorption' on which it is based 8 are open to serious question.

The approach taken in the discus: ion to follow is different from the two approaches men-.

tioned above. Essentially, it is an extension of the established quantum mechanical theory of a
: donor atom located within a semiconductor. 9"1 ! In this theory, the semiconductor is assumed

electrically i,lert except for providing a dielectric constant ,<. Such an assumption allows calcu-

lation of hydrogenic wave functions and energy levels which agree with experiment. For example,

: a simple theoretical calculation of E. for silicon based on i< = 12.0 and effective electron mass
equal to ,'.he free electron mass yields E i = (hydrogen ionization energy)/,< 2 or 0.094 eV. For

comparison, E i for Li. P, As. and Sb donors in silicea is experimentally found to be 0.041 eV ± 15%•
fi more realistic theoretical calculation, 7 taking into account the separately measured effective

mass tensor, yields 0.029 eV. Reasons for the discrepancy of 0•012 eV between this refined value
and experiment are attributed to the effect of the donor ion core. Simila: considera:ions hold for

donors in germanium. This theory has also predicted wave functions, excited state energies, and
the effect of strains, electric ar, d magnetic fields in good agreement with experiment. Methods of
extending these ideas to a donor located at the surface of a semiconductor crystal are described

below. A similar analysis also applies to surface acceptors.

1. Potential Function

Consider a donor atom located on the surface of a dielectric crystal. The potential function
V(r,0;@) is chosen te be

V(r, 0,q,) = - e2/,<r inside the dielectric (la)

V(r._9,_b) = + = outside the dielectric (',b)

which is shown by the solid lifie in Fig. 1. Here e is the unit electronic charge and ,< is the crys-
tal dielectric constant, taken for simpl.icity to be uniform up to the crystal boundary. The coordi-
nates r, 0, and _b are the usual spherica! coordinates arranged so that the z-axis (z _.=rcos 0) points

in the direction perpendicular to the surface. In particular, the dielectric half-space is represented
by z >O, or0 <. 0<n/2, and the vacuumhalf-space is represented by z. 0, o_ n/2 <8..ft. The
potential is arbitrarily referred to zero when the valence electcon is in the crystal bulk conduction
band (r-, _, 8 < rt/2).

1965017027-012



The chosen potential i', in tact an ex_.elicat approximation to that of a real surface donor.
Qualitar.ivel ,, speaking, the valence electro_ i, cpergetically most stable within the dielectric half-
space because ot the hi._h electron affinity y, r.here. Quantitative statements can be made by refer-

ring to a more accurate outside potc-Jzt_al. ),'--ee r. shown in Fig. 1 by the dashed line. The pro-

pose:t infinite magnitude of Via Eq. (lb) seems justified since M:- 1 e\") is frequently 10- 1O0

times the surface donor loniza:lon energy E i as will be shown later. The proposed step poter, tial
of V at the-;urface z O(cw O - = 2) requires more justification. Consider points A and B in Fig. 1.

ELECTRON IN VACUUM

_i
\

I
x I

I
I
i

ELECTRON IN CONDUCTION BAND

-Z_ A_ Z

El

J------ 8

Fig. 1. Potential of an electron as a function of position. A
dielectric crystal occupies the half space z _0 and a
positiw donor ion is located at the surface z = 0. In
the approximation discussed i'_ the text, the solid line

: is the effective potential.

Point A is located at the conduction band level where V = 0 and z a = e2/X ". Point B is locaied at

the lowest donor level V - - E i and z B = e2/(X; ,Ei). The dtfference between z a and z B is calcu-
lated to be £ = e 2 Ei/'X "2. Typically, for E i ---0.1 eV and X = 1 eV, one obtains a=0.! x 13.6/1 "-.1 ---1 .&..

which is less than one lattice constant. In summary, when the potential function varies from
V = - E i to V _:0, the potential barrier at the leftcof Fig. I varies by approximately 1 A while the
barrier at the right ",,aries from approximately 10 A to oo. Thus, the step change in the potential

function at the surface seems justified for calculating surface donor energies, especially if
Ei/X' < 0.1.

2. Wove Functions

The Schr6dinger equ,_tion for the w_,ve function _(r,_,_) and the donor ener&v E of a single
valence electron is

I h2V2 _/,(r,0,_5) + [E - V(r,0,6)l ,)(r,0, 6) :, 0 (2)'" 8rt2#,

where h is Planck°s constant and t.* is the effective electron mass in the nontensor approximation.

i:

i
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The allowed wave functions satisfying Eqs. (1) and (2) are simply those hydrogenic wave

functions which have a planar node at the cwstal boundary, 0 rr,,/7_.To be specific, the wave
functions are listed below with Pauling's normalization 12_

Outstde the dtele_ trtc

Ofr, O,6) - 0 (3)

Instde the dte!ectrtc

6 _3(r,0,6) : R,,{r), O_,(0) _m(6) (4)

!( 2_;'_3 (n-S-1)_ [_2'_ - _ e- P''2 ". . 2"';_ 1
R,(r):- [\ nao/ p L (p! (5)

i 1"2

OKra(0) = x"2" 2'_ - 1) (d_- _mi)'. p!ml (cos 0) (6)2(-_ -[mi)! -

ira6

: _m(,3) 1 e ' (7)

where p and a* ate defi,:ed as0

p _ 2r and a* - h2 , - (8)
s:na* _ ")/z* e 2O 'T_

and the functions n +d_ (p) and P (cos 0) are the associated Laguerre polynomials and the' i

associated Legendre polynomials, respectively. From the known properties of p!_n! (cos 0) it

follows that the requirement of a planar node at 0 = r_/2 is exactly equivalent tO a "surface
selection rule":

(,f, + m) = odd (9)

Provided this rule is obeyed, the total wave function, equal to the sum of Eqs. (3) and (4), is
continuous at the boundary, 0 -_ W2, and is identically zero there. A continuity in the slopes of

Eqs. (3) and (4) at the bot ndary is not required because of the infinite potential wall. 13
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Six consequence_ of the restriction to hail-space and the surface selection rule, " - m odd.
are de,lcribed below:

(1) All spherically symmetric s wave functions are forbidden for surface donor'< In addi-
tion. the entire electronic shell with n 1 is forbidden.

(2) The ground state of a surface donor is formed from one lobe of a 2p wave function.
Schematic plots of all the allowed p. d. and f wave func:ion orbi_aJs for surface donors are de-
picted in Fig. 2. These plots represent stationary wave .functions obtained from linear combina-

tions of Eq. (4) using - m values. All of the wave functions give rise to nonzero dipole moments.

Pz dxz dyz

nz2, l:l,rn:o n_)3,1:z,m:+-I n )_3,[:2, m:+_!

. , ,X - -X _-------y

f5z3- 3Z2r fz(xz - y2) f xyz
n__.4,[--3,m:O n__4, l.:3,m: +-2 n_4,t:3,m:+-2

(4 LOBES) (4 LOBES)

tz z
Fig. 2. Schematic angular orbitals for some surface donor wave functions.

(3) The degeneracy of a subshell of constant ", is equal to ,!. which is smaller than the
value (2,{ * 1) required in the rule's absence.

(4) The totality of electronic states with spin-up and spin-down in a complete shell of
constant n is n(n-1), which is about half the value 2n 2 required in the rule's absence.

(5) Radiative dipole transitions between excited donor states are allowed, subject to the

restriction A2, -- z 1, corresponding to light polarized in the surface plane. Transitions for
,__ : +_1, m = 0, corresponding to light polarized perpendicular to the surface plane, are forbidden.

(6) Since ®(m(0) of Eq. (6) vanishes by definition in the vacuum half-plane, its normalized

amplitude must be multiplied by \'2 in the dielectrichalf-plane. The required normalization
factor\2 is explicitly included as the first factor of Eq.(6),

I

!

i' 7
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3. Expectation Values

Using the wave functions of Eqs. (4) to (9) the expectation values ot an), parameter W can

be calculated from the definition W : JffO*W6dr. Expectation values of man), parameters - electro-
static energy, potential energy, total energy, radius, orbital angular momentum, and the z compo-
nent of angular momentum - are independent of the surface selection rule (( * m) - odd. Hence,

these parameteis have a direct correspondence with excited states of a donor atom immersed in
the bulk of a dielectric crystal.

In particular, the energy levels E n are given by

E e2 EHF*n _ ? (10)
2K2n 2a* I<-n "tLo

where E H is the well-known hydrogenic ls ionization energy, 13.6 eV, and _*/'/* is the ratio of
effective to free electron mass. But because n _> 2 for a surface donor, the 2p ground state energy

of a surface donor corresponds to a 2p first excited state of a bulk donor. The ionization energy

E i of a surface donor is therefore 1/4 that of a bulk donor. Typically for i< = 5 and #*/# = 1, the
ionization energy is =0.1 eV as anticipated in Section I-B-2.

The mean radius 7is given by

r .;_=n2Ka * I + _ n2 3t (Ii)

which becomeSo r21 = 5Ka*o for the surface donor ground state. Typically, for ,_ = 5 and tz*/_ = 1,
r21 = 13 A. The large radius, coupled u, itb the /act tbat the wa:,e /unction t, anisbes at the center
o/tbe donor zon core, shows tbat the energy levels are zn_ensittv, e to a local non. Coulombic

potentzal caused by t6e zon core. Hence, for nodal wave functions on a high i< crystal, the

Coulombic potential function of Section I-B-2 seems to be an adequate approximation.

The mean dipole moment M is nonzero for all surface donor states due to the surface asym-
metry. Its magnitude for the 2p ground state is

M2p = eg2p = (15/4) e_<a*o (12)

which for ,< ----5 and #*/_ = 1 gives M2p ---43 Debyes; this is an order of magnitude greater than
dipole moments of diatomic molecules.

4. Discussion

The properties of a hydrogenlike atom placed in an electric field, a magnetic field, and a
crystalline field have been thoroughly investigated in the literature, and are here extended to a
different sur/ace/ield having the potential of Eq, (1). Because only certain surface donor wave

functions are allowed, the consequences of a surface effect are predicted to be much more ex-
treme than the Stark or Zeeman effects which may be handled by ordinary perturbation th/_ory.

Whether or not the family of surface wave functions predicted here is realistic is a question to be
decided by careful experimental measurements. At present, these have not been carried out for

8
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the s.vstem of an i.-,olated dora: _tom located ,m a _,emicondu-t:_r or an insulator or', ,tal surtace.

Infrared spectroscopy wmlld probal,i\ b_.-the most informative expcr;mental tool i, r this in'.'esti-
gation.

It is a simple matt_.r to extend the theory prcs_-nted here ,.o related problems. An extension

to accepter atoms located on semiconductor surfaces shows that similar surface energy levels are
obtained, being occupied by a valence band hole iqstead of an electron. An extension to dJatomic
nm ,:cules located on semiconductor surfaces shows that axially symmetric XZ-bonds are forbidden.

while :v-bonds and \°bonds which have the acceptable planar node passing through the two nuclei
are allo_ed. An extension to a d,.mor atom with two or more valence electrons is more cmaplicatec

but would fellow the general procedure used for free atoms in the vapor state. Effects due to done
donor interactions can also be considered, if desired. The primary interact-ion is a dipole-dipole
repulsion which tends to keep the adsorbate atoms equidistant. Large changes in a single atom's

energy levels, due to the dipole field of neighboring atoms, are unlikely.

The large dipole moments of surface donors predicted bv the theo_: may be used in device

applications for forming low work function surfaces or for extracting tunnel currents through a
thin insulator.

Finally, the predictions presented here can be derived in a different way bv choosing the
z-axis to lie in the surface plane* and investigating the nodes of the ,:!3(6) function of Eq. (7).
This approach allows one to determine, by inspection, that the degeneracy of an {-subshell is
{-fold.

C. GRADUAL DISTORTION OF HYDROGENIC WAVE FUNCTIONS

The purpose of t..is section is to extend the ideas of the last section to a more general

problem: the calculation of hydrogenic surface wave functions for arbitrary :,urface asymmetry ant
' arbitrary atomic potential function. Such a general treatment aliows one _o visualize a situation

where surface wave function distortions can be followed as smooth functions of surface asymmetr

potential.

Consequences of these distortions are surface tension, surface dipole moment, surface

free energy, and catalytic activity. For the cesium on insulator case of particular interest, this
section displays the wave function distortions of a cesium atom ground state and all the excited
states as a dielec;ric surface is approached. More important than the numerical calculati:ons of

this section, however, are the broad qualitative insights into surface phenomena.

1. Surface Hamiltonian and Wave Function

Consider aq isolal;ed positive ion located at the surface of a nonmetallic solid or liquid.
The ion attracts a valence electron in .,xclosed hydrogen-like orbit to form a surface atom. A

metallic solid does not have closed valence orbitals and must be treated differently using Wannie
functions.

Energy levels E of closed orbitals on nonmetallic solids can be computed from the one-
electron Schr6dinger equation:

i H_,5 _ E6 (13)

*W.B. Teutsch, RCA Laboratories, personal communication.

i.
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The ttamiltonian 1t pertaining to the surface is ,dealized for simplicity to be:

H tt . W- (14)

where H° is a spherically symmetric part and W- is an asymmetric part due to a "surface wall,"
idealized as a step function:

,i,O for z > 0W- (15)
_W forz -0

The coordinate z is chosen normal to the surface such that the half-plane z > 0 is inside the
material where the wall W- vanishes. The other half-plane z < 0 lies outside the material where
the w'all is nonzero ,nd constant. The wall repulsive potential will be allowed to vary over the
entire range 0 .- W .... A sketch of the potential function V associated with H is given in Fig. 3.

V

/.--
Fig. 3. Idealized potentialfunctionof a hydrogenicatom

locatedin the surfaceplane z = O. W representsa
step functionwhichis constantfor negativez.

The wave function V5pertaining to the surface atom bonding orbital is chosen to be the
sum of a symmetric and an asymmetric part:

_b"--c 1 _bI + c 2 _,'_ (16)

Here _bI is a spherically symmetric wave function (such as a ls hydrogenic function) satisfying
the eigenvalue equation for W = 0

Ho_b1 = E l_b1 (17)

10
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and ,); is an asvmmemc nodal wave function (such as one lobe of a 2p hydrogenic function)

define'_t by' the step function

t0 2 for z _:_0
", ", (18)

{0 forz, 0

This function satisfies the eigenvalue equation in the limit as W- -

It(W- • _) _';2 :: E2 e'2 (19)

The asymmetric nature of th,. wave funcuon t)2 completely avoids the infinite asymmetric poten-
tial W- so that there exists a bound surface state even though W _,,,. A systematic investigation

of the properties of allowed wave functions d_ has already been carried out in Section I-B for

tbe case ofa Coulombic H o. The probability coefficients c 1 and c 2 are functions of W and will
be calculated later.

: There also exist antibonding surface states defined by the wave functions

¢_ = cl ¢1 _c202 (20)

;. which by definition cannot avoid the wall repulsive potential aad represent an energy E u which
approaches infinity as W does.

The expansion of 0 in Eq. (16) into two components represents only an approximation to

the true wave function satisfying H. With particular choices of _1 and _+V2, however, the hybrid
energy states are practically correct near the limiting cases of W = 0 and W = _, respectively, In
the intermediate case 0 -- W ,-, oo, tile accuracy of the calculation can be improved by considering

' _-type. The gross idealization of the wall potential W-, however,more functions of the ¢1 and u 2
does not justify a more elaborate expansion than that given in Eq. (16). The ground state and all

excited states of _, will be considered in detail for a Coulombic H o in Section I-C-3.

2. Variational Calculation

To minimize E for arbitrary W the standard variational technique is applied to Eq. (13)
yielding the set of relations:

(Hll - E) c 1 + (H12 -- AE) c 2 = 0 (21a)

(H21 - AE) c 1 + (H22 - E) c 2 = 0 (21b)

where the normalization is, with i, j = 1, 2

iCjdr = (22)
-_' A for i _/

t_I,,,

11
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a*ld the expectation value of the ttamiltonian is

such that

HI1 _-E 1 + 2

H22 = E 2 (24)

H12 = H21 = AE 1

_+ and W-, a few comments are neces3aryBecause of the unusual properties of the step functions 92
to show how the Hij terms are derived. H 11 is derived by using the elgenvalue equatic,-, for _1
(Eq. 17); the coefficient 1/2 of Wis necessary because W- is nonzero only over half-space. H22
is not derived from an eigenvalue equation. Rather, H22 is merely the expectation value of H in
the state of _. The cross terms H12 and H21 are equal and are derived by operating with H on
_1 forwards and backwards, respectively, using Eqs. (17) and (22). If H is allowed to operate or"
_2, the same result is obtained, but with the complication of a nonvanishing delta function contri-
bution at the origin due to the kinetic energy term V2 __.

To solve for the energy E it is convenient to introduce a dimensionless energy Eof the
bound state E, and a dimensionless energy coof the wall W, as follows:

(E-E1) W- , o)- (25)
(E 2 -E 1) 2(E 2-E l)

Since all bound state energies E, E 1, and E 2 are negative, the quantities (E 2-El) and (E-E1)
are positive so that _ and to are positive. The secular determinant then becomes

O.)-'_" --A_

= 0 (26)

and the dimensionless binding energy is
J

o_+1- ff('_il)2 + 4A2a,
= (27)

2(1 - Az)

which is plotted as a function of oJ in Fig. 4 for a selected particular value (Sect. I-C-3) of
= 0.296. The figure shows that _ _ co near co = 0 and that e -, 1 as co -, _o. Actually, for co = 2,

the dimensionless energy becomes _ -- 0._4 so that as far a, the energy levels are concerned, an
"infinite wall" occurs when co> 2.

The effect of gradually "turning on" the wall potential is seen to be a gradual raising of
the energy levels of surface atom valence electrons. This effect actually occurs as evidenced by

12
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the: in,_tease in free energy when a new surface is exposed. "Dangling electron bonds" can be
visualized as hydroger,-like orbitals forced to occupy high energy states due to the surface

asyrnmet.'y. Energy is released when symmetr:; is restored. These conclusions are independent of

the precise forms of 1t, and W-.

1.0 ' I r I ' I ' 1 ' I

I

0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2

_= W/2 (E2-E I)

; Fig. 4. Dimensionless energy _ and dipole moment. Md plotted versus
dimensionless wall potential _o. As _ increases to infinity,

and M d both increase and approach unity.

By combining Eqs. (21) and (27) the wave tunctioq coefficients are calculated to be

c 1 - eA (28a)
_ \v(1-4 2 (1-:x2)

1- _ (28b)
c 2 - ,¢r___)2 (1-A z) + A2

and are plotted as functio,ls of a_it, Fig. 5 for A = 0.296.

The changing valence bond character can be inferred from this figure using simple con-

cepts of physical chemistry. The coetiicient c_ qualitati .'ely represents the fraction of covalent

character because t;}1 is a symmetrical wave function characteristic of a covalent bond. The
coefficient c_ qualitatively represents the fraction of ionic character because t_ is an asymmetric

wave function characteristic of an ionic bond. Finally, the coeificient 2AClC 2-- 1 -c_-c_ quali-
tatively represents the ionic-covalent resonance contribution m the bop,t character,

i
I
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0
0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8

(0

Fig. 5. Fractional bond character variation with wall potential.

c_ = :ovalent fraction.

c22= ionic fracllon.

2cic2_%= resonance fraction.

These coefficients are also useful fo: calculation of the surface dipolemoment.
M = ef_*z_.',dr, which, when expanded yields

e-c_fo3z 02d:-2eel c2_l zO2d. (29)

An explicit calculation of M can be made if the functions O 1 an 6; are reasonably esti-

mated. One simple estimate of G 1 and c52 can be made when l| o is tak_ :i to be Coulombic as shown
below.

3. Application to a Coulombic Hamihonian

Many of the results of the preceding general treatment will become clearer if a pard :ular

single electron Hamiltonian H o is discussed in detail. For this purpose we choose a Cou]ombic
Hamiltonian

H I" 2_' 2 e2....... (30)0

8n2F* Kr

where #* is an effecti_'e electron mass arid _ is a dielectricconstant. Other Hamiltonians pos-
sessing bound states would yield qualitatively similar conclusions.

The eigenfunctions of It ° ._ W" in the limit of W , 0 are of the symmetric 01 type and are

labelled _n ¢,m(r'0,6) where n, t, and m are the usual hydrogenic quantum numbers. The spherical

14
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coordinates r. ,. ,rod ,, art- ori_.-t:t_,1 ..:, h d,._,' the- ".c, ,'or ,, U t;o]nts into the materiai and the

Iq0ne _ :: 2 lie.,, ill t_c .-,urfa,._: tq. ,':.. Fn_-r_.'/ ]_',ei.'- |-.._ art o ?:iven i,v

E:, - - -- (31)
h 2,,-.u

whert: |'tt i.., die Boh._ ,.-nerg_. 13.(, (-V. _,a:'e iunct]ons of a constant " subshell are (2_ - 1)-fold
degenerate, and of a con_:_:ni n shei_ are 2n:-fold degenera',e, including spin up and down• Energy
levels with fine splitting of the degenerate levels .ereatly exaggc.rated are shown at the le/_. of

Fig. 6 corresponding to ',F O. The thrc-c- symbols labeling the l(_-veis refer to n. :. and m quantum
numbers, re__pectively, and the notations m and _ refer to plus and minus z components of angular
momentum.

_,3 TJ o_.z oTto

4' 21410_

"" ,. T /i"/ //////
. V //////

3 3Z2
[2%:,T o _ 32-.t321

3'_31T32013 - _ 321@ 3
310 I I

L 300

"-
- O

-f211:2JT
v,1200 210 2

I00n=l

F_g. 6. Variation of Coulombicenergy levels as the wall potential is turned on.
Degeneracy uf constant n shells is greatly exaggerated to shaw splivting
into bonding states on the right side of the figure and antibinding states
ore shown as arrows pointing to the cryst_alcontinuum,

i
!
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The: bipdhl,_ eigt-nfunctions ofit, - '_- in the lia.it of g • _ are of the asymmetric ,.'_

type and arc labellc-d '"n _.:(r'_l":_)" These functions all vanistl in the negative ha;fpl:me

,': 2 _' _ where the wall is locate,J, and have planar node:_ at o = 2. The selection rule for
planar nodes is " - m odd. it iollows that wave functions of a constantn shell :,re " -fold
degenerate, and o1 a constant r'. shel! .:re n(n- 1) told degenerate, including spin-ap and °down,
Energy h:v,.-l,', _ith exaggerate,i d_:generacy are shown at the rt,_:l,tof Fig. 6. corresponding to

_" • -,,. There are. of course, an equal numbe- of antibonding ei.Renfunctions labelled O- n tin(r,0.6).
but :heir energy levels blend into the mar.erial continuum and cannot be shown in Fig. 6.

To complete Fig. 6, the eigenfi:nctions ,5 must be selected for an aH, ztra_ _ between the

limits of 0 and --. [n accordance with Eq. ( 16_ we select a line,_.r combination of wave functions.
one from the !_-ft of Fig. (_ and ,_f,,- from the right. Two plausible arguments point to a unique

selection procedure. First. _t_e presence of W wbich is axially symmetric canno, perturb the quan-
tum number m. so connecting lines should be drawn with constant m. Second. it is most likely
:hat states combine which have the same number of radial nodes. Thus, connecting lines should
have constant (n - " ). Bound states are formed when " - m is odd:

t} _ c 1 __'J ; C-,,5" - (30 )n-I, -l,m - n .IT, "

Using these rules, connecting lines in Fig. 6 indicate how the bound states va D, in energy over
the entire range of '6. The small arrov,'s in Fig. 6 indicate that an identical number of unbound
states pass into the crystal continuum.

If this vet) simple scheme is observed, then all bound aqd unbound states are accounted

for. As far as the bound states are conce ned, the effect of the surface potential W is to increase
the quantum numbers n and by one unit each and thus to reduce the binding energy of the ground
state and all excited states.

Illustrations of _ as functions of W are schematically drawn in Fig. 7 for a few of the

lowest states. At the left is the limit W = 0, at the right is the limit W = ,o, and in the center is
an intermediate _,'. As W increases, the wave functions are forced into the interior of the material

with no new radial nodes arising, like an elastic jelly. The elastic jelly is, in fact, a close me-
chanical analog}', since the presence of a free surface is known to increase the free energy of the
material.

The energy and the dipole moment associated with each line in Fig. 6 for arbitrary W can

be computed from Eqs. (27) and (:29), provided K, I_*/:tL, E2, E, and A are specified. As a particu-
lar example, consider the ground state composed of the normalized wave functions

e-r/a' o

_loo = _,,'2 (33)
, _i/_(a.)

-r/2a or cos 0 e
6210 = (34)

4rrl/2 (a,o)5/2

where

K #lao
a* (35)
o t_*
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,rod a is the first t_ohr ra,_iu'.. ,._ A. lh, _-nt-.'ex ,!:f/erL-nc,: becomes,E.- EI J (3'4) e 2 2,,'a_"
anJ _he overlap integral bt-comc's \ IL2'4_,. "[h:'_ '.alue of \ was used to construct Fig. 4.

--C,_,oo+ ca _,o

v,•c,*zoo+czv' ,o

@ = C! _'Zii + C2 _321

W = 0 OtWco W"e

Fig. 7. Variutiofi of three wave functions as the wall potentiel
is turned on. Wall squeezes wave functions into the
dielectric with no new r_.dial nodes arising.

The above functions can also be used co explicitly calculate the dipole _oment M_ of the

ground state

15 ea* _-_ - 256 ea*c c,\ (36)
M I, _- -_ o _ 243 o I -

which can be expressed in conventional Debye units (10 "18 esu-cm) as

M :- _<t*_.__*(9.54 c-{ - 0.79 ClC 2) Debyes (3 "7')

It is convenient to define a dimensionless ground state dipole moment, Md =-Mg/(9.54 '<t**/#),
which can also be plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of dimensionless wall energy _.

Thus, the details of surface phenomena on dielectric marerials can be explicitly calculated

for ground states and also excited states without adjustable pa ,meters.

4. Application to Cesium on Insulators

[t is of interest to use the formalism developed here to compute the extent to which a

[. surface cesium atom occupies a ls or a 2p ground state. The cri:crion for whether the cesium will
' be in the 2p ground state is whether the wall potential is large compared to the binding energy.

;,.: As seen from Fig. 2, the 2p state is essentially attained when ,,, E 2.

i 1-7
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To compute ,, for cesium on'_apphire estimate,, 9andtL, j? 1. Then E l - 13.6,92 _u. 168eV

and E, El/4 0.0,i2 eV. The wall potential ,,, is essentially the electron affinity X _t"I eV. For
cesium on sapphire, then

1 .i.0t'O .-"

- 2 , (0.168 - 0.0,t2)

so the groun'A state would essentially be a 2p nodal wave function with one lobe. A s;milar cal-
culation shows similar results for alumina and glass substrates where K 5-9. The following
calculations will therefore be based on 2p cesium wave functions for the surface ground state.

D. THEORY OF TUNNELING CONDUCTIVITY

Using the donor wave functions of Sections I-B and -C. it is possible to explicitly calcu-

late electrical conductivity. The conductive mechanism considered here is electronic tunneling
between surface donor atoms. Tunneling, hopping, and quantum mechanical resonance are all
terms that will be used interchangeably to describe the same process.

Most of the derived equations contain only fundamental constants such as Planck's con-
stant, unit electric charge, and electron mass. Other derived equations contain material constants

such as ionic radius, interatomic spacing and atomic mass. The material constants are only nec-
essary in the calculation of phonon energies. The approach taken here is unique ill the sense that
conductivity can be theoretically calculated a priorz, without referring to conductivity data. Pre-
dictions made in this theoretical section agree very well with the experimental data as shown in
later sections.

1. Tunneling Equation

Consider a line of donors on an insulator surface as schematically shown in Fig. 8a.

Donor wave functions are of the 2p nodal type, penetrating into the insulator.

lION CORE
/ VALENCE WAVE FUNCTION

VACUUM //

_///k/_/_//-I/RS/U/17ATO/R'_///5/,///" /"_
(ol

I E,
'_ (b)

Fig. 8. Conduction due to o line of donor atoms on o surface.
(a) Wave functions,

{b) Energy states as a function af pas;tian. Wavy lines
indicate phonan transitions which dis©ipcTte electrical

energy.
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In the absence of an applie4 elecr.ric field electrons can freely tunnel from one donor to
another: electron{c motion ix random and i'_o,ropic. There is no drift current.

In tilt. presence of an applied electric field a drift curren' must appear. This current is a
small perturbation added to the random tunneling motion. At the ['resent time. concepts of tunnel

drift current are poorly u.lde-srood. One _erv simple equation for tunnel drift current has been
derived by Arnold and Patterson. 14 but it has the conceptual weakness that it contains the thermal

energy kT. Tunnel conductivitv and field emission are quantum mechanical processes which should

be temperature independent, to a first approximation.

The purpose of the derivation to follov, is to mo&fv the basic idea of Arnold and Patterson
by essentially replacing kT by the lattice phoaon eeergy E. The derived equation is still not

rigorously true, but it ha'; three advantaees: it is very simp_Je to app]': ;'_ experimen,,al data. it is
temperature independent, and it rests on a more secure foundation than the equation of Arnold and
Patterson.

To calculate the drift current between two adjacent donors in the field direction, the foi-

lowing relationship is useful:

(drift current) -: (random current) ," (drift probability) (38)

The random current can be written as
2

(random current) = eEt/h (39)

where e is the unit electric charge, E t is the tunneling energy (dependent on donor spacing) and
h is Planck's constant. The ratio Et/h is the frequency of random tunneling.

The drift probability is a more difficult concept to apply. TM If one recognizes that all
electrons in the drift current eventually dissipate energy, then the drift probability should nearly

equal the energy dissipation probability', so that

(drift probability) = eVa/E p (40)

where eV a is the potential energy a,_quired between adiacent donors, and E_, is the phonon energy
which is responsible for energy dissipation in quantum processes. Arnold and Patterson (erroneously)

used kT instead of Ep in the above expression. The term "v:_ is normally very small (_ 10 .6 V),
being equal to the applied voltage (normally ",- 1 V) divided'by the number of donors in a line

• (normall!, i ",- 10¢'). Since E_ is normally "" 10-2 eV, the drift probability is normally calculated to
be "-"10"". Two important iimiting cases arise: when eVa vanishes, the drift vanishes; and when

eV a equals E , each tunneling electron liberates a phonon to the substrate lattice. The production
c , 1-'

of phonons xs indicated by the wavy hnes in Fig. 8b. In es,_ence, the phonon transitions act as
mechanical ratchets since they restrict electrons to drift only in one direction.

By combining Eqs. (38)-(40) the interatom drift current becomes

e2EtVa
i ' (41)
a hEp

i
I.
i'
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The interatom conductivity is then given by

i 2E
., e "t (42)

g "' Va hEr,

Note that g, ,s Ohmic (i.e.. g., is independent of V,). If a square lattice of donors is assumed,
then g., equals the conductivity per square g_a"The desired relationship between the measurable

quantity g_ and the atomic parameters Et and Ep is therefore

e2E
t (43)

g_ hEp

or

gG = 0.385 _ 10"'i Et/E p mhos/square (44)

It should be recognized that the hypothetical square lattice of surface donors is not related to the
substrate lattice at all. instead, the donor lattice varies continuously as the donor coverage varies.
The donor lattice merely expresses the idea that i,,terdonor .epulsive forces are effective in es-
tablishing a more uniform distribution of donors than if the donors were in the random positions.

Explicit calculations of the tunneling and phonon energies, E t and El?, are given below.
Note that e2/h is a fundamental constant having the dimensions of conductivlty_

2. Tunneling Energy

The simplest and most carefully studied system exhibiting electron tunneling 14,15 is the
4.-

hydrogen molecule ion H 2. The single electron can be located either about one nucleus or :he
other, but because each of the locations is equally probable, the electron resonates, or tunn,.ls,
between the two nuclei. The tunneling frequency vt associated with the process has an associated
tunneling energy E t given by E t = hv t. For H_, the tunneling energy (also called the exchange or

: resonant energy) is given by

ff_b*(r) _(L-r) d3rEt _ --e"- (45)
K J r

where _b*(r) and tb(L-r) are ls hydrogenic wave functions centered about locations 0 and L,
respectively. Essentially, Et is the Coulomb energy e2/,<r averaged over the resonant wave func-
tion probability, _(r) _,(L-r).

Arnold and Patterson TMhave used Eq. (45) to successfully explain certain tunneling
phenomena in alkali-ammonia solutions. In particular, they incorporated ls hydrogenic ground
states for the alkali atoms.

To use Eq. (45) in surface tunneling phenomena the wave functions in the ground state
must be of the 2p type. Tunneling integrals ,.r two atoms with parallel 2p wave functions have
fortunately been explicitly calculated by Kopineck. 16,17 The molecular designation of the overlap
is called rt- re overlap, meaning that one nodal plane passes through the two nuclei, Because of

20
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this nodal plane. Kopineck's tunneling integral, which he calls J r,r,, is identical to twice ais
integral taken oxer only one half-plane. But since the ground state surface wave functions have a

\ 2 normalization (Section I-B-2), Kopineck's J 7rr,is fortunately equal to the surface tunneling
energy of Eq. (45). This allows Eq. (45) to be written in expapded form as

Et _ ' _ - (46)
12,<Ca*

Here a is a dimensionless interdonor spacing parameter, dependent on donor coverage. To be
precise, a is defined as

,.,- (4,')
2Kao#

where L is the interdonor spacing, ,<is the dielectric constant, a o is the first Bohr radius, and
t1"/i, is the ratio of effective to free electron mass.

If a square lattice of surface donors is assumed (see part II-D-1), then L has a simple
relationship to the donor surface coverage. The relationship follows because the density of
donors per unit surface area can be written in two ways which are equated to obtain

-- o0 - 1 (.t8)
L e

Here r, is the surface densit}' at one monolayer and 9 is the fractional coverage. Equation (48)
has been quoted by deBoer,'8 Topping, 19 and many others for square adsorbate lattices; also, a
minor variation o[ Eq. (48) has been used by Langmuir 2° for hexagonal adsorbate lattices.

The relationship between the dimensionless spacing a and the coverage 0 is obtained by
combining Eqs. (47) and (48):

1 (4oa_)K 2 (.____.,_2", - 0 (49)
¢../- k/a/

If cr is taken equal to 4.8 × 10 TMcm -2 (characteristic of cesium at one tightly packed monolayer) 21
then the first bracketed coefficient in Eq. (49) is equal to 0.0054. Note that 0 is proportional to
a'2.

With this information it is instructive to carefully examine the variation of tur, neling energy
with coverage. To eliminate e 2, ,<, no, and (/**//_) from the discussion it is convenient to normalize
the tunneling energy E t by dividing it by the ionization energy E i of Eq. (10). After rearrangement
Eq. (46) becomes

Et a 2exp (- a) 43
8E. - 12 (1 a +-2 t-) (50)

I

The above equation is arranged with foresight such that the right-hand side is precisely Kopineck's

I tunneling integral which he tabulated from a = 0.5 to a = 7.0. We have extended thee range from
a = 7.0 to a = 12.0. It is thus possible to plot Et/E i as a universal function of the dimensionless

; parameter a.

I" 21
\
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A more conventional plot, however, can be constructed in the following way recognizing
that _ is proportional to ,-2. This plot is shown in Fig. 9. Here the ordinate, Et/E i, is propor-
tio.-_al to the tunneling energy" and the abcissa, ,-2, is proportional to the ¢ox'erage of surface

IO
i

(_! = eaZe-a(l.!+a-_- )Ei 12 a i

J.. : 4O-ao2K28
I

c!2 iI
DASHED LINE:

E t : 099_:282
fl

Io-I ........... I
Et

Ei

I
I

151 " .... ,,_ ..... , ,i,,,
Io"3 Io-_ A_ Io"_

¢!z

Fig. 9. Dimensionless tunneling energy versus _2 which is

proportionol to coveroge. The doshed line is on adequote

opproximotion {or o Iorge ronge of Et/E i.

donors. The curve on this graph is universal, being independent of _<and/t*//_. Four conclusions
emerge from examining this plot:

(1) Et/E i > 1 at high coverages, indicating that there is more electron delocalization than
electron localization. Conductivity is metallic and traveling B1och waves of the form exp(ikr)

carry electronic current. This case is not of primary interest for the discussion to follow.

(2) Et/E i < I at low coverages, indicating that electrons are mainly localized but that
tunneling can occur to a limited extent. Conductivity occurs by quantum mechanical hops, not by
continuous Bloch waves. The situation is analogous to tunneling conductivity in alkali-ammonia
solutions. 14
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(_) Near E_/E, 1 a critical transition from metalhc to tunneling conductivity should
occur. The critical spacing ratio is approximately

% \ 10 (51)

(4) In the tunneling range the dashed line is a fair approximation to the computed solid
line. The equation for the dashed line. assuming t* = tL*, is

E
t 100 a-'l 0.289 ,<-i 02 (52)

E i

showing that E t is proportional to the c,,verage squared. In the very low coverage range the
dashed line departs from the solid line. It is surprising that all data to be described in Sections
I-F and -G seem to fit the dashed line more accurately. Reasons for this eifect are not clear. The

dashed line is e_ctremely simple to manipulate algebraically and will be used in the analysis to
follow.

This completes the calculation of the tunneling nergy and its dependence on coverage,
dielectric constant, and effective mass. Admittedly, many simplifications are used in the deri-

vation. Probably the most serious omission is the neglect of many particle interactions. Never-
theless, this simplified treatment of only two body interactions is, in fact, fairly accurate as

judged by experimental data.

3. Phonon EnerW

Energy introduced into a conductor by an elecmc i':eld will eventually be dissipated
either by photons or phonons. Photon energy transitions are proportional to the cube of the tran-

sition energy, so that they are generally rare compared to low-energy phonon _ransitions.

Phovon energies of an isotropic solid follow the Del_ye distribution to a first approxi-

mation with a characteristic bulk phonon energy E B and Debye temperature 0 D related by

Et3 = kOD (53)

_;i,_ where k is Bokzmann's constant. But an adsorbed surface atom has a mean phonon energy Ep
_ different from that of the bulk value. This energy is given by one vibrational quantum and is

_: related to the vibrational frequency v by

_ Ep - h vp (54)

"_

": 23
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A simple procedure for calculating v for any adsorbed species on asurface has been given in• E
detail by the author 22 and is summarized below.

Consider a cesium ion located on a sapphire surface. Sapphire is crystalline AI-,O_ con-
sisting of O'- ions placed on a hexagonal close-spaced lattice with AI +++ ions i_laced i_. the
interstices. A cesium ion will most probably be nestled on top of three oxygen ions arranged on
vertices of an equilateral triangle as shown in Fig. 10. The cesium will undergo viLrations

Fig. 10. Pyramidal molecuJe consisting of one cesium ion nestled on top

of three oxygen ions. Phonons are transferred via the vertical
molecular vibrations.

perpendicular to the surf.ace with frequency vp which will now be calculated from a harmonic
oscillator model. The equation 22 is

vv = -- (55)
2n _/ • R cos/3

where Cka is the heat of adsorption, $ is the reduced mass of the pyramidal molecule, R is the
sum ot ionic radii of ee: ium and oxygen, _ is half the apex angle, and s is the interoxygen spacing.

24
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Typical ,alues of these parameters are,

,.5._ 0.9 e V

3m c
= _m° 35

mcs .- 3m,,

C'

R r+¢_, ro- : __.05 A

cos /3 = (1 - $2/3R2) '{ = 0.88

s - 2.501

which gives

t, = 0.97x1012 sec -1
P

and (56)

' E = 0.0040 eV
P

i

These results are insensitive to _5a and N because of the square root dependence. In the dis-
_: cussion to follow, Eq. (56) will be compared with experimental data in the absenc_ of other in-

formation regarding the surface structure of alumina polycrystailine ceramics or glass.

' 4. Parametric Analysis

By combining Eqs. (44) and (46) the conductivity becomes a unique function of 0:;"

,,. e ta2exp(-a) (. 3 + _3T) (57a)i( gra 12hK2 a, gp _ + a

9;

In particular, by using the straight-line approximation of Eq. (52) and the phonon energy of
_" Eq. (66), one gets

gel = b02
, (57b)

;'. b= 0.0094K 2 mhos/square

,'L

_'" 25
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which is plotted on a log-log scal_.- in Fig. I1 Th,.- di_.-lectric constant .,. is a running parameter
allowed to vary from 1 to 100.

i0-3

10-4

io-S
g_

Imhos)
io-e

m-7

=o-O

13 9, 3 I CONSTANT
10-9

Io_ Io-4 Io-3 Io-z Io-_ I
8

Fig. 11. Parametric theoretical plot of tunneling conductivity versus

coverage for vorious values of dielectric constant. Shaded

oreo indicotes region where data hove been obtoined.

The figure consists of:a famil} of straight lines, one line for each K value. The region to
the upper left bounded by a clashed line is not applicable since E t .'. E i a.ad metallic conductivity
occurs there. The region to the right bounded by a vertical dashed line is not applicable since the
coverage is too high, 8 > 0.1, and cooperative interadsorbate effects tend to dominate. In partic-
ular, the heat of adsorption is expected to be constant only for 0 < 0.1. Data have been taken in
the shaded region of the figure.

More information regarding the range of meaningful g values can be obtained from Table 1.
Small K values, g < 3, are questionable since the theory of nodal wave fuv.ctions was based on
dielectric _onstants significantly greater than unity..Large K values (K > 1I) are questionable

since kTroo:n > E i, ,',nd the states are most probably thermally ionized into the conduction band
The theory seems to apply best to intermediate _<values in the range 3 < K < 11.

Another restriction is that of small overlap: The mean lateral radius r should be less
than one-nalf the mean lattice spacing L. With r defined by

26
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I

I
, 0.76

9 0.O-C 14 ' 30 0.023 -t.0 .. 10 _ J 1.14) 1; 0.02g I- ";- 0.01_ 2.- 10"" )
i ] 3 0.0"0 20 44 0.009 1.9 . I 1-_ i 1.59

t00 0.900,3 1'_6 0.033 . 10- _ 194
Il..-__

f ,/" " /f_- = O" x- . v- ,5 dr / o*odr. (53_

cal.calation shows that

_- : 115 '16! =,<a_ _59_

for the 2p gruund state. Values of g, assuming If* = u. and the smallest meaningful internuclear

spacing L s from Fig. 11 and Eqs. (48, i9 and 51) are both shown in Table I. the small tunneling
overlap condition is indeed observed for all ,< considered.

The largest allowable coverage in the valid x range varies from 0.01 " 9 .. 0.1 showing
that the surface donors are indeed dilute as implicitly assumed in the derivation of wave functions
of individual adatoms.

Finally. Table l shows that in the allowed K range, tunneling conductivit:" should not ex-

: ceed "-i0 -_ mho:-; ;squa:e. If surface conductivity is observed greater than this theore;.ical value.
then one can infer the c onduc'.ion mechanism tobe metallic and rather insensitive to :he concen-

, tration of surface deno_s. The transition from tunneling to metallic conductivity has been observec
in alkaii-ammonia solutions. TM For surface conductivity, bulk condensation occurs before the
,.ransition has a chanc.: to appear. 1.2

-. In summary, the theoretical analysis of this section sho',_s that tunne!i_:g conductivity can
be explicitly caiculated without any reference to experimental data. Tunneling conductivity occur.,
in dilute surface layers, 0 < 0.1, and it varies at,proximately as 0 2.

In dynamic equilibrium the coverage 0 is a function of surface and metallic vapor bath
temperatures. This functional dependence is derived in the following section.

2

E. EQUATION OF STATE

: To calculate the coverage 0 of surface donors consider a surface at temperature T ira-

! mersed in a metallic vapor bath at temperature T" Provided T- T" dynamic equilibrium i_

27
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established and agglomerat'on of the adsorbate donor atoms into crystallites is thermodynamically
unstable. There will exist a two-dimensional adsorbate donor gas which is constantly agitated due
to rearrangement, adsorption, and desorption.

The equation of state relating 0 to T and T" is extremely _imple at low coverages,
0 < 0.1. because the heat of adsorption is then largely independent 2"4of coverage and tempera-
ture. The equation of state constructed from a rate balance is 22

_t, pOOeXq k "_a kT , . -_" kTe = co ",J ,, e (60)

where _o -- surface statistical weight

_,p = surface vibrational frequency
o ---surface monolayer density
0 = surface coverage

As = surface configurational entropy
6 a -- surfac _.acisorption heat
T ---surface temperature

co" --=liquid statistical weight
.," = liquid vibrational frequency
a" -- liquid monolayer density
6" -- liquid vaporization heat
T "--- liquid temperature

k = Boltzmann's constant

This equation is based on the model of a mobile two-dimensional layer with one degree of vibra-
tional freedom perpendicular to the surface. The surface statistical weight co is considered only
for the lowest electronic state of the donor atom. Departures either from the model or in the re-
striction to ground state statistical weights will be taken up, at least approximately, in the con-
figurational entropy term As/k. Neither As/k nor 6a can be predicted from more fundamental
ideas at the present time. They will be inferred from experimental data later on. Close estimates
of the ether parameters 22 can be made, however, and are listed below for cesium on insulators.

co=2

co = 1

vp=0.97x 1012sec'l
v'= 1.26× 1012sec'l
o = 4.8 × 1014 cm -2

o" = 4.16 x 10 TMcm-2
6'= 0.747 eV

On the insulator surface, cesium donor electron spins are probably uncorrel,_.ted in the dilute
case; the electronic statistical weight for the ground state is then co = 2. On the cesium liquid,
the spins are always paired so that co = 1. Using these values Eq. (60) becorr.es

0=0.545e "as/ke "6/kr e6a'kT (61)

By combining this equation of state with the general conductivity relation [Eq. (57a)1 the
following general theoretical predictions result:
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1. Since log ¢1 is asingle-valaed function of 1 ": and l/T" ant! since g_. is a
single-valued function of O. it follows that log g., should be a si_gle'-k'alued
function of 1 T and 1 T' This dependence canbe visualized most easily
by imagining a plot constructed with 10{)0 T as ordinate anti 1000;T" as

abscissa. It follows that on this plot lim.-s ofconstan, g. would never
intersect.

2. The slope of this plot. being defined by

slope = a r l000 T_ }

8 (1000'T') I constant g._

is theoretically calculated to be 6"/&a and constant, provided 0 is suf-

ficienth" low so that 6., is coverage-and temperature-independent.

3. The horizontal spacing of g2 lines differing by constant factors, sa_ factors
of 10. wil, generally vao'.

In summaD-, general considerations indicate a family of nonintersecting, parallel, and non
uniformly spaced lines of constant __onducrivity on a 1000/T. 1000,, T" plot.

In additi-,n to these general predictions, more specific predictions can be drawn if the

conductivity can be written in the power law form

ge = b_gY (62)

where y is any power of O. Then the lines of constant g._ will be equally spaced.

For the par_'icular case when the straight-line approximation 9 f Eq. f57b) is assumed,

y = 2 and lines of constant gD _uch as gD = 10"'i' 10"5-" 10"6" 10"r, e{c., would be equally
-spaced 2 :- 0.7-45/5.05 = 0.295 units apart on the horizontal axis 1000/T " The conductivity
can then be written in closed form as

z

gn b0 2 =0.29, be "2-_s k -2__.',kT' 2,,_ a kT= -' e ' e (63)

To compare theory with experimental data it is convenient to use .he Arrhenius form

L°gl0 gn = `at - _ + '-QQ (64"
T" T

where

li =-0"52 + l.ogl0 b-0.85 _s/k

= 2 x 5050 x _ = "7'550 (65;

- 2 x 5050 × cb. = 10, 100 4_

The theoretical constant B is rigidly fixed, while the constants A and C contain the
I cor, figurational entropy and heat of desorption, respectively, which will be inferred by comparis
|,

with data taken under "clean" experimental conditions.
1
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If the effect of contaminants would be merely to alter y. then an Arrhenius equation
would stall occur, but with A. B. and C values different from Eq. (65). The slopt':_ B/C of the

gm line famiiy would, however, be unaltered ;ll,d tile line .spacings would still be uniform.

Analysis of the Arrhenius equations provides a very sensitive probe to determine the
extent of adsorbate and contaminant gas interaction. Data reported below will serve to display
various predicted effects occurring under "clean" and "unclean" conditions.

F. ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY CAUSEDBY ADSORBEDCESIUMON INSULATORSURFACES*

ABSTRACT

Electrical conductivity caused by adsorbed cesium on various insulator surfaces has been
measured extensively. The insulators used were higi, alumina "Diamonite" ceramic, high -tumina
"Frenchtown" ceramic, and l_are crystalline sapphire; the surface temperatures varied in t le range
300°K < T < 600°K; the cesium vapor bath temperatures varied in the range 300°K < T "< 5G6K;
and data were taken both with and without a continuousIy purifying cesium still and getter ie_
pump. It was found tha_:

1. The conductivity per square, gin, is surprisingly reproducible and identical
for all high alumina substrates, provided either vapor contaminants are con-
tinuously gettered or an isolated system is in early stages of life, _.nd fol-
lows a semlempirical law over mat,y orders of magnitude

L°gl0go= A- B +__C_C(mho_ (66)
T" T

where A = -5.4, B = 7520, and C = 8340.
2. For isolated systems in later stages of life where unknown contaminant

gases accumulated, the conductivity is again reproducible but higher with
entirely different values of A = -4.5, B = 2400, and C = 2700.

These data may be applied to choosing insulators for the._mionic energy converters and
associated test devices.

O. COMPARISONOF THEORYWITH EXPERIMENT

Experimental data of electrical conductivity caused by adsorbed cesium on insulators has
already accumulated (see Section I-F and References .1.-3). It is necessary first to present the
data in a compact form so that it can be neatly compared with theory.

The conductivity of cesium on all **clean" alumina (including sapphire) systems follows
the theoretical Arrhenius relationship [Eq. (64)1 with A, B, and C values given by 2 -

B 75_0 "clean" alumina (67)
C 8340

O

This work was reported in its entirety in the Proceedings o/the Tbermionic Specialist Con/erence, Cleveland,
Ohio, October 1964, and is summarized here.
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The data are shm_n in Fig. 12. "Clean" conditions are defined a._ continuously gettered sys-
tems at low temp,.-ra'ures and in initia! stages of life.

1"(° K)

3 2 600 500 400 310

go = -- 5 _,--7520/T'+ 8340/T

30 f ; I

gc_[mho) DIAM IFRENCH ISAPP.

I0 4 ":2 • •

IO"s n • u

tOs A • •

I0"7 o -- •
t

o t-

2.2
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t.6
[.6 I 8 2 0 2 2 2.4 2 6 2.8 3.0 3.2

1000

Fig. 12. Master plot of constant conductivityversusreciprocalbathand s,J,foce
temperatures, taken under "clean" conditions. Data refer to Diomonite
ceramic, Frenchtownceramic,and sapphire.Lines follow semiempircal
Arrhenius formula.

Blackford 3 reported conductivity data for cesium on "clean" P);rex glass su, faces. His
date, yielded

A = - 6.6

' B = 7520 "clean" Pyrex (68)
- C = 8340

as shown in Fig. 13.

Finally, for "unclean" alumina systems :he Arrhenius parameters representing the data
became 2

c A - -4.5
B = 2400 "unclean" alumina (69)
C = 2700

The data are shown in Fig. 14. "Unclean" conditions are defined as pinched off and nongettered
,3

I. systems where residual gases have a chance to accumulate.
|t
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, Fig. 14. Mo_ter plot of constant conductivity versus reciprocal bath and surface
, temperatures, taken under "unclean" conditions.
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The transitlull be/wren "cl,.-an" and "uncleau" alumina systems was followed after a

getter ion pump was rinched off. There i'_ a gradual transition such that A. B. at',,] C values

slowly changL, from Eq. (6-/ to Eq. ((,c)). After about one week of constm.t testing a final equilib-
rium is attained x,.hich allowed the ,.Iett-rmination of Eq. (691.

Lc-t us nmv in_erF.r,_,t all the data in terms of the theoretical predictions set forth in
Section I-E.

The tact that the data always follow Arrhenius conductivity relationships indicates that:

(a) Conduct;vtty follows a power law of coverage gi_.en by

g= - b 0v (70)

(b) Li,,e slopes are identical.

ic) The observed conductivity is not a sum of partial conductivities
because the Arrhenius relationship is inconsistent with a sum
of effects.

(d) The conduction mechanisms on glass and cl}stalline sapphire
are similar, confirming the prediction of surface electron tunnel-
ing proposed in Section I-D.

The fact that for clean systems the theoretical B value _7520) and the experimental B

values exactly ¢tgree shows that the." conductivity is proportional to the coverage squared as
: theoretically anticipated.

For unclean systems the experimental B value is 1/3 of the theoretical value; this in-
dicates that the contaminant causes th,.' . onductivitv to vary as the coverage to the two-thirds
power. The contaminant gas. most probably hydrogen. 2 is deduced to aid the tunneling between

cesium atoms and to increase the conductivity. Possibly the hydrogen acts as a bridge for the
cesium-cerium tunneling process.

For clean systems, comparison between theoretical and experimental ¢" values shows that

_= (71)6,_ 0.83 eV

which is 0.08 eV higher than the vaporization heat of bulk cesium (_ "- 0.75 eV). An independent

check of Oa was made in the tollowing simple experiment.* A mass of fine alumina powder was
painted on one electrode in an evacuated glass tube containing liquid ces;um droplets. At constant
temper,",,ure it was discovered that the droplets spontaneously became smaller, and the cesium

gradually appeared in the alumina powder as judged from its color progression: white to blue to
; black. As soon as the powder vas warmed to about 100°C. however, the cesium departed the

,,.- powde, and became redeposited in liquid droplets on the glass walls. The observed 100°C tem-
perature difference required to reversibly transport cesium from the powder to the. droplets in-

dicates that g5a and O" are fairly close. The observed fact that at constant temperature, cesium
prefers the adsorbed state to the cesium droplet state indicates that "_a is slightly greater than

" Thus, this experiment helps to verify the calculated 4_a value deduced above. For both clean

j_, and unclean systems the ratio B/C is constant, indicating that _,-is constant and unperturbedby contaminants.
i

_, K.G. Hernqvist, R('A Laboratories, unpubhshed data.
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For clean alumina the theoretical A value can be calculated provided _,/_*//_, and
&s/k are known. Inserting reasonable values of K = 9 and IP/I_ = 1 into, Eq. (65) yields
A =-0.64-0.87 As/k. By comparing this with the experimental A value of - 5.4, thecon-
figurational entropy change is calculated to be

As/k = 5.5 (72)

Similarly, assuming K = 5 and v*/# = 1 for clean Pyrex one obtain'_

As/k _ 6.2 (73)

As/k values are dependent on the adsorption model as well as the parameters _<and g*//_. Their
large magnitudes indicate 22 a reduction in translational freedom, possibly arising from an order-
ing due to dipole-dipole repulsior_s. This interpretation is in agreement with the long-range order-
ing observed in many low-energy elec:ron diffraction(LEED)experiments. It also follows that if a
fixed, long-range order is assumed, then &s/k should be fixed, and the absolute value of A should
increase with decreased dielectric constant [see Eqs. (65) and (57b)]. This theoretically predicted
trend has indeed been observed experimentally: for alumina, _ = 9 and A = - 5.4; and for Pyrex,

= 5 and A = - 6.6.

H. CONCLUSIONSDRAWNFROMCESIUMADSORPTIONON INSULATORS

Starting from fundamental quantum mechanical concepts, it has been possible to theoret-
ically derive wave functions, donor ionization energies, tunneling energies, conductivity relation-
ships, and equations of state, all in excellent agreement with the extensive experimental data
taken to date.

Some of the highlights of this effort are:

1. The ground state wave function of a cesium atom on a dielectric surface

consists of one lobe of a 2p hydrogenic _ave function penetrating deep
into the dielectric.

2. General ,ules for selecting surface wave functions of all excited states
and arbitrary surface asymmetry have been derived.

3. Cesium-cesium interactions are explicitly calculated using Kopineck's
resonance integral between neighboring wave functions.

4. Conductivity proceeds via cesium-cesium electron tunneling and the
conductivity relationship is derived in terms of Kopineck's integral and
the surface phonon transitions which supply the conductivity loss
mechanism.

5. Phonon energies are explicidy calculated from the vibrational motion
of surface atoms.

6. The conductivity varies as the cesium coverage squared, to a first
approximation.

7. An equation of state is derivea showing the linear dependence of
coverage and arrival rate for the low coverage system of interest.
The conductivity is then predicted to be proportional to the cesium
pressure squared. This prediction has been accurately verified ex-
pe rimen tally.
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8. B)' comparing other aspects of theory and experimental data. the heat and
entropy change of adsorption have been unambiguously calculated. For all

clean alumina and glass subsrrates '_6a 0.85 eV and 5.5" _\s/k._6.2.
The large \s/k values indicate that there is long-range order either caused

by dipole-dipole repulsions of surface cesium atoms or by the extended p or
d wave functions characteristic of high dielectric materials. A similar long-

range order has been observed in LFED studies.
9. For surfaces probably contaminated with hydrogen, conductivity increases

above the nonhydrogenated case; the hydroge, p:obably forms conductivity

bridg*'s between nearly cesium atoms. The heat of adsorption is unchanged

from d)a = 0.85 eV, showing that the contaminant affec:s the conductivity
but not the binding energy of cesium.

10. The Arrhenius form of experimental data is convenient for calculating cesium

conductivity in various thermionic energy converters and related test apparatus.
11. Sophisticated means have been developed for analyzing the Arrhenius co-

efficients with and without contaminants. This represents an important tool

in understandiag the complex system of two adsorbates present on one sub-
strate.

?

!'
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II. WORK FUNCTION STUDIES

by

J. R. Fendley, Jr.

A. CESIUMREFERENCEANODES*

Cooling of an anode *o a temperature slightl_ above the bulk conder, sation tem'perature
allows one to attain a readily reproducible anode work function nearly equal to that of bulk
cesium. There remains some doubt about the actual value of this work function, but it is sub-

stantially higher than the widely quoted value of 1.81 V. A value of _5cs - 1.96 V is presently
[, recommended.

" The cesium r_f_rence anode technique was applied to meast, rement of cesium arc drop.
Values of arc drop near 0.5 V were found for a rather wide range of cathode temperature, cesium
pressure, and spacing v;.riation.

B. A CESIUMBEAMMETHODFOR WORKFUNCTIONMEASUREMENT
[L

1. Introduction

Several methods have been used for measuring the work f,,-tion of metal surfaces coated
; _ with an adsorbed layer of cesium. The classic low-current thermionic emission method is exem-
: _ plified by the work of Taylor and Langmuir. 24 In this method, guard rings serve to define the

_- cathode area and minimize the effect of envelope insulator leakage currents. The Marchuk plasma
_ anode technique is another thermio,_ic emission method, which has been employed by Houston. 25

With the presence of ions, this method permits use of larger current density to tninimize leakage
'/j,

problems. The work of Kitrilakis, Shav;t, a_ld Rasor 26 employed a retarding potential electron
_ collection method.

_ All three methods mentioned are steady-state equilibrium methods, in which the envelope
._. insulators are subject to the same cesium flux as is incident upon the sample under investigation.
:_ A cesium beam technique has been devised which eliminates insulator leakage problems bff shad-
; or.rag these insulators with cold trap surfaces. The simplest molecular beam techniques2/suffice

to form a beam of neutral cesium. If desired, beam techniques would a!so permit controlled intro-
" duction of oxygen or other significant gases onto a sample of interest.

_o' 2. Details of the Beam Method

_ A sample under investigation is the target of a flux of neutral cesium and electrons, which
_., pass through the shutter plane of a beam apparatus. The ar'paratus is shown schematically in

Fig. 15. Prior to opening the shutter, th_ target is cleaned by heating to a sufficiently high tem-

perature. When the shutter_is opened, cesium coverage of r'.te sample increases and the work func-
tion changes, resulting in an equal change of terminal potential. The raw data are a plot of terminal

_' *This paper is published in its entirety in proceedings o/the 7 bermionic Conversion Speciali._l Con/erence, Cleveland,
Ohlo,'October, 1964, p. 71, and is summarized here.
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!; Fig. 15. Beamapparatusfor workfunctionmeasurements.
Z"

;_!: potential vs. time after shutter opening. The constant current generator and electronic voltmeter
_ are both provided by a single Keithley Model 600 (or similar) electrometer, switched to the OHMS
_. position. Such an instrument has a recorder output proportional to the terminal voltage.

_, The apparatus is calibrated b_, t,,se of the cesium reference anode technique. 28 This
_ technique eliminateJ tile need for a,_cu_:,.e knowledge of cathode temperarare, r,_di.1 current dis-
}t tribution, and space charge effects. When a sutficiently thick film of c,:sium has collected on the
-._ target, the work function is presumed 28 to be 1.96 _ .03 V.

3. Experimental Results

,; A preliminary experiment was performed, using apparatus similar to thas shown in Fig. 15,
Terminal voltage vs. time curves were recorded. Target current of 10-8A and cesium arrtval rate
of about 10 12 cm "2 sec '1 were found to be convenient. Leakage current was less than i0"I°A, a
negligible value. The cathode used was a hollow cathode similar to that described by Eichenbat, m.29

_ Electrons were accelerated to about 300 V, and then decelerated in tile vicinity of the target. Part
_? of the target was shadowed, due to poor alignment of the accelerator electrode with respect to the
_!'_ cathode aperture This misalignment is thought to be the reason for a failure to observe the ex-

pected minima in the terminal voltage vs. time curves. Since a good signal-to-noise ratio was ob-
I_ tained with a target current of only 10-8 A, a very simple directly heated tungsten wire cathode

should suffice to provide this much current.

Another result of the p .liminary experiment was realization of the importance of conven-, lent cycling of the target temperature, preferably without significant change in the target-cathode

?_ spacing.

.:_ In summary, the transient nlethod described here is recommended for obtaining work func-
.._ tion vs. coverage data. There are no leakage problems and other gases such as oxygen may be
:_ introduced along with the cesium-electron flux.

_; 37
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III. REVERSE CURRENTS IN THERMIONIC CONVERTERS*

by

K. G. l'lernqvist

A general analysis is presented of reverse-current effects which are of importance in
cesium arc mode thermionic energy converters

Two ryr, es of reverse-current phenomena _re considered, namely: elect:on flow from :he

pJasma back to the cathode and electron emission from tile anode into the plasma. The first
phenomer, or, has two effects: (1) Evaporation cooling of the plasma results in a contribution to
the arc drop which max, he of the order o__ 0.1 V. (2) The full}- saturated emission current is

generaily not reached in the power-producing quadr,mt.

The back emission fr,',n the anode has little effect on the net current, but cools the

plasma which results in aft in_.:eased arc drop. As a consequence, an optimum anode work func-
tion exists for a specific anode temperature.

The effects of reverse currents on the relationship between arc drop nod pressure-distance
-i product are discussed.

This material has been published in its entirety in the Proceedtngs o/tbe Tbermionic Conuerszon Specialist Con-
]erence, Cleveland, Ohio, Oclober, 1964, pages 320-325, and is summarized here.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Th, '._ork dc<,c_lt_c.,i in f!li,, rel'o_t ha- ,,mF:o,.t,t :ht fu:l<!.,i:Ic.aial un&-rstamiing of the u,_e
Of t'l.'_-ItiPt il" :i1¢.'1mlonic tollt tr'.cr <-i,o'<h l._r "-.t',l<c- t-h.iri_c, lit_ue:.lli;,'atiO:l anti. for electrode surface
ci_:ldirlonim'.

.,;, ,, t_..chniqu<_-s (o, c',,l]tiatlll_ the- clcctro,te :,.ork ]d',CilOn-> 1,1' opc,atine converters have
b,._-endcv',-h,pc,t, allowing an accurate determination of the a'c drop. The theor;" of the low-vol.tage
ctsium ,,-c has been refined taking rote account elfects previously n.':<nlccted. Together. these

stu-.iies l-_,i1_t to the unavoi,iabilltv of an arc diop of about half a volt. No obvious directions of
impro-'..m,-:l,' using a modified geomeeiy or introduction of ._as additives have been established.

1:: the area cf cite/redo ";uef.,ce properties tht_oretical device limits have not vet ",ten
achieved. The achievement of lower work functions ,-xill lea-] to ,!ex ice. improvement, particularly

in the arc t el collector properties. Further advances, howex or. necessitate adding another con-

stitueat :,> the cesium on me-:al sv ;tern presenti." used. ]'he work on adsorption o.t cesium on in-
sulators described in this rep,,rt has provided fundamental kn,>wleAge of value for an understand-

ing o.l"the more complicated system usin_ two adsorbates lop ,..lectrode :;ur1,ace conditioning. It
is recommended that further theoretical arid exper_menta! stu,'..ics be made on such a sxstem. The

theoretical approaches described in this report should be extended to metals with the aid o1'

Sl:annier 1,unctions. Experimental studies using beam techniques should be applied to the two-
adsorbat,_- system.

.T

In summary, the fellowing conciusions and recommendations are made based on the work

described in this report:
I. An arc drop of about i volt seems unavoi,table, for the present

form of thermionic converters. No obvious wa--s to improving

this requirement without decreasing device reliability have
been eslablish_zd.

2. Lowering ot" electrode surface work functlons is possible and

will lead to device improvement. Further studies of the two-
adsorbate system are recomraended.
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